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On Tools and Instrumentation

“New directions in science are launched by new tools much 
more often than by new concepts.

The effect of a concept-driven revolution is to explain old 
things in new ways.

The effect of a tool-driven revolution is to discover new 
things that have to be explained”

From Freeman Dyson ‘Imagined Worlds’

http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/3/3d/Freeman_Dyson.jpg
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Physics Nobel Prices for Instrumentation

1927: C.T.R. Wilson, Cloud Chamber

1939: E. O. Lawrence, Cyclotron & Discoveries

1948: P.M.S. Blacket, Cloud Chamber & Discoveries

1950: C. Powell, Photographic Method & Discoveries

1954: Walter Bothe, Coincidence method & Discoveries

1960: Donald Glaser, Bubble Chamber

1968: L. Alvarez, Hydrogen Bubble Chamber & Discoveries

1992: Georges Charpak, Multi Wire Proportional Chamber

All Nobel Price Winners related to the Standard Model: 87 !

(personal statistics by W. Riegler) 

31 for Standard Model Experiments

13 for Standard Model Instrumentation and Experiments

3 for Standard Model Instrumentation

21 for Standard Model Theory

9 for Quantum Mechanics Theory

9 for Quantum Mechanics Experiments

1 for Relativity

56 for  Experiments and instrumentation

31 for Theory





(in Particle Physics)

Areas where the ‘Engineering Work’ in the final Product 



An Area where the ‘Engineering Work’ in NOT the final Product 



Yu have to find better ‘displays’ of your work 

Detectors, Mechanical Structures, 
Cables etc. are very visible and 
‘impressive’.

All your fabulous electronics, 
specifically the microelectronics, is 
‘invisible’ !

It would be interesting challenge to at 
least find a graphical representation of 
the electronics effort of an LHC 
detector.

Make a TWEPP competition …



Collaboration with Particle Physics Community 
The ‘classical’ interfaces with engineering do not really exist in our environment:

Detailed Specifications from Physicists → Design and Production by Engineers → Delivery and installation

The reality is often more like 

E: What do you want ?
P: What is possible ?
E: Depends on what you want ?
….
E: Here it is !
P: It’s not what I wanted.

Also – the distinction between electronics in sensor and electronics is also ‘disappearing’.
E.g. ALIDE Pixel Chip for the ALICE upgrade – MAPS sensor



(in Particle Physics)

Electronics



Collaboration between Physicists and Electronics Engineers

I clear cut specification boundary between experiment requirements and engineering 
design does not exist in our field.

It is inevitable that both parties need to be able to ‘see’ quite far into the field of the other.

Ideally engineers are fully immersed in/and member of the detector projects ( … and also 
present some test beam results at a conference).

Your physics colleagues are not shy discussing your transistors, amplifiers,  ADCs, 
memories, links etc.

Electronic engineers in this environment should not by shy discussing material budget, 
secondary vertex resolution, mass resolution, momentum resolution, tracking precision 
etc. 

I will try to discuss some detector principles that are key in the definition and specification 
of electronics.



Standard Model

‘Completed’ with the discovery of the 
Higgs particle.

Verified and confirmed quantitatively with 
incredible precision. 

No hint where to find solutions for 
unresolved questions like 
dark matter, matter-antimatter 
asymmetry, dark energy …

We need new tricks, new tools, more 
precision … to make progress !



A selection of particles listed by 
the particle data group.

How can we tell them apart in 
our detector ?!



Out of the hundreds of known particles, 
these are the only ones that have a 
lifetime long enough to produce a track 
of >1um before they decay 
(at GeV Level).

Some of them decay after flying only a 
few hundred um.

Others traverse the entire detector.





Interaction of Particles with Matter

Any device that is to detect a particle must interact with it in some way  
→ almost …

In many experiments neutrinos are measured by missing transverse 
momentum. 

E.g. e+e- collider. Ptot=0, 
If the Σ pi of all collision products is ≠0 → neutrino escaped.

Claus Grupen, Particle Detectors, Cambridge University Press,  Cambridge 1996 (455 pp. ISBN 0-521-55216-8) 15
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2010 ATLAS W candidate 



The Mass of the original particle 
is determined by the decay 
particle’s 4 momenta through 
relativistic kinematics.



Displaced vertices from short 
lived particles like tau, B, D 
mesons are ‘boosted, prolonged’ 
by the particle’s Lorentz factor.
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LHCb B decay
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Particles ‘seen’ by a detector:
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Task of a Particle Detector
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Z → e+ e-

Two high momentum charged particles depositing energy in the Electro Magnetic 
Calorimeter



Z → μ+ μ-

Two high momentum charged particles traversing all calorimeters and leaving a signal in 
the muon chambers.



Z → q q

Two jets of particles 



Z → q q g

Three jets of particles 



Discovery of ‘new’ Particles

Discovery of Ω- at the Brookhaven National Laboratory 80 inch hydrogen bubble chamber in 1964. 

Discovery claimed by a single event – ‘background free’
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Two secondary vertices with characteristic decay particles giving invariant masses of known particles.

A single event tells what is happening. Negligible background.



Candidate Higgs → 4e Candidate Higgs → 4μ

Candidate Higgs → 2μ2e Candidate Higgs → 2 photons

Candidate Higgs Events
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Signal and Background

Particles are typically seen as an excess of events above an irreducible (i.e. indistinguishable) background.
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What determines the Size, Material and Geometry of the Detector ?

Impact Parameter Measurement (displaced vertices)

Momentum Measurement (bending of tracks in the B-field)

Energy measurement (absorption of particles in the calorimeters)

Muon measurement (identification)



Statistical (quite complex) analysis of multiple coulomb collisions (Rutherford scattering 
at the nuclei of the detector material) gives:

Probability that a particle is defected by an angle  after travelling a distance x in the 
material is given by a Gaussian distribution with sigma of:

X0 ... Radiation length of the material
Z1 ... Charge of the particle
p ...  Momentum of the particle

33

Multiple Scattering

For small deflection of the particles by our detector we want: 
→ Large Radiation length X0 – i.e. low Z and low density material (Be, C …)
→ Small x i.e. very thin detector elements.



Material Density



Radiation Length



Heavy Flavour – Experimental measurement
Impact Parameter:

Prolongation of a track to the primary vertex. Distance between primary vertex 
and prolongation is called impact parameter.

If this number is ‘large’ the probability is high that the track comes from a 
secondary vertex.
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What determines the impact parameter resolution?

Vertex projection from two points: a simplified approach (telescope equation)  

What determines the impact parameter resolution

Detector Granularity, minimize x:

e.g. 50um pixel and r2 very large compared to r1

→ a=x=50/√12 = 15um

First layer as close as possible to the vertex and 
First layer with minimal amount of material.

e.g.  x/X0 = 0.0114, r1= 39mm

→ b= 57um for p=1GeV/c



Heavy Flavour – Experimental measurement

Impact parameter resolution

Example of ALICE Silicon Tracker
For high particle momenta the resolution is dominated by 
the detector granularity.

For ‘low’ particle momenta i.e. p < 10GeV/c the impact 
parameter resolution is dominated by the material and 
distance of the first layer.

ALICE 1: x/X0 = 0.014 and r1= 39mm is already very good !
ALICE 2:  x/X0 = 0.003 and r1= 22mm !

Future:
ALICE ITS 3:  x/X0 < 0.001 and r1= 20mm !
ALICE 3:        x<X0 < 0.001 and r1 = 5mm !

→ Very small beampipe
→Monolithic silicon sensors <50um
Optimized carbon fiber supports and cooling tubes.a = 15um

b = 57um for p=1GeV/c



ALICE3 vertex tracker proposal





Transverse impact parameter resolution, multiple scattering

Transverse impact parameter resolution

There is an optimum number of layers !

The optimum resolution is

This minimum is ‘very shallow’. The difference between 3 
layers and the optimum number of layers is 12% for small r/L.

For a fixed value of L the resolution deteriorates for large 
values of N.

r/L=0.1
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Effect of the beampipe

Beryllium X0= 35.8cm

800um → 0.22% of X0

500um → 0.14% of X0

First layer as close as possible to the 

beampipe – ideally fixed on the beampipe 

→ s=0

No use of first layer being much thinner 

than the beampipe.



Magnetic Spectrometer: A charged particle describes a circle in a magnetic field: 
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Momentum Measurement



N=3, σ=50um, p=1TeV, 
L=5m, B=0.4T

∆p/p ~ 8% for the most energetic muons at LHC

44W. Riegler/CERN

Example: ATLAS Muon Spectrometer
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Multiple Scattering

The momentum resolution cannot be improved ad infinitum by larger 

L and B. Multiple scattering limit for low momenta:
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CMS Tracker: dp/p = 0.65% at 1GeV and 10% at 1000GeV

r ≈ 1.25m

B=3.8T, L=1.25m, x/X0 ≈ 0.4 @ eta=0

→ dp/p = 0.7% from multiple scattering

B=3.8T, L=1.25m, average N ≈ 10 layers,
Average resolution per layer ≈ 50um, 
p=1000GeV

→ dp/p = 7% tracking
Material budget
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Momentum Measurement

The specified momentum resolution, together with the

Magnetic field B

Number of tracking layers N 

Resolution per layer σ

defines the tracker radius.

Then – EM and Hadron Calorimeter !
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Electro Magnetic Calorimetry

Critical Energy Ec = electron energy where energy loss 
due to Bremsstrahlung equals energy loss due to 
ionization.

For Pb (Z=82)  and 1000GeV electrons nmax=17  



Radiation Length X0
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Hadronic Calorimetry

To absorb a hadron shower one typically needs 
10-11 interaction lengths.  

The interaction length is not such a strong function of 
the material, it should just be very HEAVY ! Cu, Fe, Pb

10 lambda = 170cm of iron.

CMS uses a Cu/Zn mixture with lambda = 16.4cm and 
a total of  6 interaction lengths + detector =  120cm in 
order to keep the coil radius small.

To arrive at >10 lambda in total, a ‘tail catcher’ is 
added outside the coil.



Nuclear Interaction length λ
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LHC to HL-HLC

100Hz On tape

100kHz Level-1

0.8 GHz Event rate @ 40MHz 4 GHz Event Rate @ 40MHz

0.5-1 MHz Level-1 Rate

5-10kHz Rate to Tape

ATLAS/CMS plans for L=5x1034

÷ 400

÷ 1000

÷ 40

÷ 100

04/02/2014

W. Riegler, CERN

LEP:  ~1Hz of Z particles
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LHCb & ALICE @ Run 3

40 MHz

40 MHz

5-40 MHz

20 kHz (0.1 MB/event)

2 GB/s

Storage

Reconstruction

+

Compression

50 kHz

75 GB/s

50 kHz (1.5 MB/event)

 PEAK OUTPUT ➔

No Hardware 

trigger, all data into 

HLT  ! 

All Events to 

Storage !
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ATLAS & CMS @ Run 4

10-20 GB/s

Storage

Level 1

HLT

5-10 kHz (2MB/event)

40 GB/s

Storage

Level 1

HLT

10 kHz (4MB/event)

 PEAK OUTPUT ➔

40 MHz

0.5-1 MHz

Hardware trigger 

to reduce events 

rate by factor 40



FCC-hh Reference Detector
• 4T, 10m solenoid, unshielded
• Forward solenoids, unshielded
• Silicon tracker
• Barrel ECAL LAr
• Barrel HCAL Fe/Sci
• Endcap HCAL/ECAL LAr
• Forward HCAL/ECAL LAr

50m length, 20m diameter
similar to size of ATLAS
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Comparison to ATLAS & CMS



Trigger/DAQ at FCC-hh, 100TeV, L=3x1035

Example: ATLAS Phase2 calorimetry will be 
digitized at 40MHz and sent via optical fibers
to L1 electronics outside the cavern at 
25TByte/s to create the L1 Trigger at about 
10us latency.

Muon system will also be read out at 40MHz 
to produce a L1 Trigger.

Reading out the FCC detector calorimetry
and muon system at 40MHz will result in 
200-300 TByte/s, which seems feasible.

40MHz readout of the tracker would produce 
about 1000 TByte/s.

Question:

Can the L1 Calo+Muon Trigger have enough selectivity  to 
allow readout of the tracker at a reasonable rate of e.g. 
1MHz ?

Un-triggered readout of the detector at 40MHz would 
result in 1000-1500TByte/s over optical links to the 
underground service cavern and/or a HLT computing farm 
on the surface.



http://www.livescience.com/23074-future-computers.html

“If the doubling of computing power every two years continues to hold, then by 2030 
whatever technology we're using will be sufficiently small that we can fit all the 
computing power that's in a human brain into a physical volume the size of a brain”, 

explained Peter Denning, distinguished professor of computer science at the Naval 
Postgraduate School and an expert on innovation in computing. 

"Futurists believe that's what you need for artificial intelligence. At that point, the 
computer starts thinking for itself.“

→ Computers will anyway by themselves figure out what to do with the data by 2035.

Moore‘s Law

14/02/2014 W. Riegler, CERN



CLD IDEA

Detectors for FCC-ee

Maximum Interaction Rate at the Z is around 50kHz.

Compared to 4GHz pp rate at HL-LHC.

→ For FCC-ee, the IPHONE42 will be sufficient for DAQ and 
readout.



ALICE upgrades

ALICE3 ALICE2

The best path to FCC-ee detectors … 



Summary

Microelectronics is a major part of all present and future detectors, with the distinction between sensor 
and electronics even disappearing.

The HEP environment and nature of collaboration between physicists and engineers is an interesting one 
… needs both sides to have good understanding of the other’s field.

It’s important for the microelectronics community to properly ‘display’ their contribution to the field.

Our detectors are based on a few elementary principles, specs of 20% level can be worked out on the 
back of an envelope (… also by electronics engineers).

FCC-hh detectors are in the distant future. The path is through upgrades of LHC experiments like 
ATLAS/CMS phase-II and LHCb upgrade-II, and through high rate fixed target experiments.

Future e+e- detectors will need maximum measurement precision, but rates and radiation are not the 
main drivers → specifically detectors like ALICE3 for HI physics, EIC will be perfect steps towards FCC-ee
detectors.
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Neutrino Detectors
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Antineutrinos from Nuclear Power Plants

Disappearance of Antineutrinos: 
Measures Antineutrino Flux at different distances from the Reactor



Daya Bay Results

2011-8-15

2011-11-5

2011-12-24

Mar.8, 2012, with 55 day data

sin2213=0.0920.016(stat)0.005(syst)

5.2 σ for non-zero θ13

Jun.4, 2012, with 139 day data

sin2213=0.0890.010(stat)0.005(syst)

7.7 σ for non-zero θ13



Detector Design
Water

⚫ Shield radioactivity and 

cosmogenic neutron

⚫ Cherekov detector for muon

RPC or Plastic scintillator

 muon veto

Three-zone neutrino detector

 Target: Gd-loaded LS
⚫ 8-20 t for neutrino

 -catcher: normal LS
⚫ 20-30 t for energy containment

 Buffer shielding: oil  
⚫ 40-90 t for shielding

Daya Bay Reflective panels

Reduce PMT numbers to 1/2
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Signal Generation
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Signal Selection



Global Picture of 13 Measurements
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Dark Matter Detectors



WIMP Searches
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